Synergistic effect of 5-HT2A receptor gene and MAOA gene on the negative emotion of patients with depression.
To analyse the synergistic effect of polymorphism of the tandem repeat sequence u-VNTR of 5-hydroxytryptamine 2A (5-HT2A) receptor gene and monoamine oxidase A (MAOA) gene on the negative emotion in frontal lobe of patients with depression through functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) technique. Functional magnetic resonance imaging scanning was performed for 72 patients with depression and 70 gender, age-matched healthy people with physical examination under negative emotion recognition task. Polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism (PCR-RFLP) method was adopted to analyse genotype. The superior, middle and inferior gyrus of bilateral frontal lobe was regarded as the brain region of interest, and then the difference of activation intensity in frontal lobe subregion between control groups and patient groups with different genotypes, and the interaction between the two kinds of polymorphism were compared. The activation intensity in right frontal middle gyrus of patients with CC genotype increased obviously compared with TT and TC genotype patient groups and TT genotype control group (P<0·01); the activation intensity in right frontal inferior gyrus of patients with CC genotype increased obviously compared with TT and TC genotype patient groups and control groups (P<0·01); the activation intensity in right frontal middle gyrus and left frontal inferior gyrus of patients with MAOA high-activity genotype increased obviously compared with patient and control groups with MAOA low-activity genotype (P<0·01). In sum, there existed synergistic effect of the two genotypes on the activation abnormality of negative emotion recognition in right frontal middle gyrus (F = 6·18, P = 0·029). The negative activation in right frontal middle gyrus of patients with CC+H genotypes increased most obviously (P<0·05). The frontal abnormality of patients with depression had certain 5-HT genetic basis, and 5-HT2A receptor CC allele and MAOA-H genotype had synergistic effect on the activity abnormality when recognizing negative emotion in right frontal middle gyrus of patients with depression.